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Testimonials About Pamela Nine

“I have known Pamela for nearly fifteen years. She is a kind, loving and very humble person with
very special psychic abilities. She has provided amazingly accurate, time proven guidance to me
and my family on many different topics including health, marriage, children, deaths and careers.
From our very first session I have continually been amazed with her ability to connect with family
members that have passed providing very accurate information about them and passing their
messages to me.
What I like best about Pamela is that she clearly has dedicated her God-given abilities to provide
spiritual guidance and support to others. I am very fortunate to have her as a trusted guide as I
travel my life’s path.”
- Ron Johnson
Executive Partner, Raymond A. Mason School of Business, William & Mary
Former Senior Vice President and Chief Information Officer, Scripps Networks Interactive

“As host of the Think Again radio show, I was fortunate to have Pamela as a guest on four
occasions and she was among my most popular guests, consistently impressing callers with her
accurate readings and messages from loved ones. I also hosted several seminars featuring psychic
mediums and clairvoyants, and Pamela's appointment calendar was full from open to close
throughout each two-and three-day seminar. I received many compliments from those who sat with
her and she has retained many of those first timers as clients over the last ten years.”
- John Hodge
President, Desert Dog Media and former host of Think Again (Radio)
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“Pamela is the most gifted psychic and medium I have ever seen! I had my first reading with
Pamela in 2010. The accuracy of the information she gave me both in the psychic information and
mediumship reading regarding my loved ones was like nothing I've ever experienced. The accuracy
of the names of people in my life now and those who have passed left me stunned! (How do you
pull the name "Gladys" out of a hat!)
The messages that I received through Pamela from my mom, my grandmother, and those dear to
me who have passed were so comforting . . . messages which came through, that only my loved
ones would say and things only they would know about.
Pamela is absolutely astounding! She told me things that I thought were not possible in my life, yet
down the road they always happen! I have had many readings with Pamela both on the phone and
in person when she came to Canada for events. Whether you are sitting in front of her or on the
phone thousands of miles away, her messages are clearly coming from spirit.
She has guided me through several difficult situations and she always leaves me feeling confident
in my future. Her sweet calming voice puts you at ease instantly. She is truly a very gifted psychic
and medium and I highly recommend her to anyone! I am now registered for her spiritual
apprenticeship program. If you have ever wanted a psychic medium reading, Pamela Nine is by
far the most intuitive person I have ever had a reading from!
I have also had the privilege of booking Pamela for private yearly events here in Canada from 2011
to 2016. Her events book up within days of the announcement and she always leaves everyone
she reads speechless! I look forward to her coming to Canada again!”
- JoAnne Stiers
Criminology Major, University of Windsor, Ontario Canada
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Hi Pamela, I have written a testimonial for you below. I hope this is OK. I wrote it from my heart:

“On August 14th, 2012, my world was shattered when my beautiful 16 year old daughter was hit
and killed by an impaired driver on her way home from school. In my grief, and desperation to talk
with her and know she was OK, I had a session with a “medium” who had everything, and I do
mean EVERYTHING, wrong.
I had reached out to Pamela prior to this, and when she contacted me back to make an
appointment, I told her I would rather not. I was afraid it would make things even worse if I got
incorrect information again. At Pamela’s urging, I came to see her. I cried the entire way to that first
visit. I talked to my daughter Amelia, and I told her if Pamela got butterfly cake, I would know she
was real. When Amelia was 6 years old, I spent all night making her a butterfly birthday cake from
scratch. It was one of our favorite memories, and something that was just between us. There is no
way Pamela could have known this.
I arrived at Pamela’s home a nervous wreck and so anxious to hear from Amelia and find out she
was OK, but scared to death it wouldn’t happen. Pamela instantly made me feel at ease. She told
me things that no one could have known. Most importantly she told me Amelia was OK. She had
names , specific names not just letters. She described things that had happened. She was even
able to describe what happened in the wreck.
When I was getting ready to leave, Pamela asked if I had any other questions. I told her there was
one thing I was hoping to hear, but I guessed it wasn’t going to come through. At that point, I had
so many affirmations that I truly believed it was Amelia coming through. Pamela closed her eyes
and described a children’s birthday party, bubbles, and butterflies. Then she said Amelia had cake
all over her. She opened her eyes and asked if I made Amelia a butterfly cake.
Losing a child is the hardest thing in the world, the most painful experience you can go through. I
would say that seeing Pamela over these months has helped me at least stay sane. It has helped
me to connect with Amelia and know that she is not gone, she is here in a different way. The tears
still fall, and the hurt is still there. However, knowing she is OK and not hurt or in pain and that she
will be there for me when it’s my time to go is a great comfort and what gets me through my days.
I now see Pamela for myself, through her spiritual apprenticeship program. Through this I am
learning to connect with Amelia myself. I trust her and think of her as a friend. I am also in
counseling, but I find my sessions with Pamela much more healing than therapy. I come away with
every session with a sense of peace and calm. Sometimes it lasts a day or so, and sometimes a
week, but it is well worth it. I grew up believing in the afterlife, believing in mediums and that when
we die we are still here. Having my child die made me question everything, but my core beliefs are
still there.
I know there are many mediums out there that are just after the $$ and they are not real. With
Pamela, there is a true concern for her clients to help them heal and get through. I chose to come
back to her over and over not because of her urging but because of the way I feel when I leave our
sessions. She has never once pushed me to come back or to do more. With that, I will be forever
thankful that she recognized the pain I was in and cared enough to help me through this.”
- Amanda Moore
PCS, Inside Account Manager

